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Subject: staƟsƟcal analysis
From: "ST. FLORENCE SECONDARY SCHOOL" <ug.etc.fss@remcu.net>
Date: 31/10/16 07:36
To: robert.porter@remcu.org, rtabula@remcu.org, chernandez@remcu.org
ANALYSIS OF THE BENEFITS OF THE REMCU DONATED
SYSTEMS SINCE 2010
St Florence secondary was started in 1996 with two classes senior one
and two, by 1998 we had grown to four classes and we sat for the first
national exams of Uganda (UNEB)
As a school, we always seek to find more development partners and in
2009, we were joined by radio e-mail connections unlimited (remcu)
who/which donated to us computers in our school, these were connected to
the internet and more emphasis was given to students at that time.
How was/is important to the development of a school?
To both the educated and the non educated parents, every one would at
that time and now love to take their children to schools that at least
have a computer(s). This gave us (Florence S.S) the ground to have very
high competitive levels as far as student intake is concerned.
Between 2000 and 2008, our population would swing between 200 to 230
students for the four classes.
After 2009 to 2011, our population had shoot to 350 students making an
increase of 120 students. Our main advertising agent here were the
computers that were donated by REMCU now internet for humanity.
As of now our population has grown above 800 students, still the major
facilitating factor is that our computer lab has of late been restocked
with more computers from internet for humanity, great thanks to Robert
Porter and Our former computer instructor/ teacher as well as REMCU
representative here in Uganda Mr. Tabula Robert for the grate concern
and love you have for people of Uganda most especially St. Florence S.S
Bugembe.
To date from our database, we have passed out 1420 students since we
received computers from internet for humanity Canada and out of these we
have been able to track 810 students who did computer at their advanced
levels. Out of the 810 students, 520 got the chance to study from the so
called good schools of Uganda given their good knowledge and
understanding of computers.
Research would tell you that all this basic computer skills were
initially learnt from St. Florence S.S after you had donated computers
to us.
We have also been able to track down 41 of our former students who after
their advanced levels of educations proceeded to different universities
of Uganda and did information technology, computer science or other
computer related courses. Out of the 41 who finished university
successfully, 34 are now employed people in the different job sectors in
and outside Uganda. The 9 of them are now great sponsors of 39 students
studying from our schools and these are well known to Mr.Tabula Robert.
Closing it up, the coming of computers to St. Florence in particular as
a school has benefited the community in the following ways
Many of our former students have been able to find the right carriers in
their lives, leading to finding great jobs for them which in turn has
created incomes for them and their families. Not only have they been
able to help their families but also to those that are loving, have been
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able to help other families take their children to school. A case in
point is the students who are sponsored by school categories of people
who were beneficiaries of the computers donated by REMCU many years ago.
Lastly I am Elijah Tusubira the head teacher of St. Florence S.S Bugembe
since 1997 to date and all information given in here is accurate and I
have lived to witness it.
Thank you and on behalf of the school, we really thank you for your
great support and involvement in the development of this school. I
request you to continue doing the same for other schools because
computer is the way to go during this era.
God bless you internet for humanity.
-REMCU Internet for Humanity; Delivered via GMN XGate
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